Ballet dress

1. Pre-crease.

2. Valley Fold and Unfold.

3. Valley Fold and Unfold.

4. Pre-crease.

5. Pre-crease.

6. Pre-crease.

7. Pleat Folds.


9. In progress... Flatten.
10. Squash Fold.
11. The result.
   Turn around.
   Enlarge.
12. Valley Fold down.
13. Pivot down, while Folding
    the two flaps at the back up.
14. Pleat fold.
15. Turn around.
    Enlarge.
16. Valley Fold.
17. Valley Fold up.
18. Valley Fold.
19. Enlarge.
    Swivel Fold.
20. Repeat steps 16 to 19 on
    the left.
21. Squash Fold all the layers together.
22. Place only the top darker layer in front.

23. Repeat step 22 on the left.

24. Lift the top layer slightly.

25. Squash Fold the middle edge asymmetrically to make the dress 3D.

26. Repeat step 25 on the left.

27. Turn around.

28. Shape the dress to taste. Enlarge.

29. Shape the top of the dress.

Ballet Dress.